
ATO strategic intent





We want the ATO to be relevant and 
valuable to the Australian community for 

the long term – trusted and respected here 
and internationally and considered a leading 

organisation by all stakeholders.

ATO Executive Committee: L  – R Neil Olesen, Frances Cawthra, 
Geoff Leeper, Chris Jordan, Sue Sinclair, Andrew Mills, and Jacqui Curtis
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Our purpose

Values
We are impartial, committed to service,  

accountable, respectful and ethical

Mission
We contribute to the economic and social  

wellbeing of Australians by fostering willing  
participation in our tax and superannuation systems

Vision
We are a leading tax and superannuation administration  

known for our contemporary service, expertise and integrity



Easy for people  
to participate

Contemporary  
and tailored  

service

Purposeful  
and respectful  

relationships

Professional  
and productive  

organisation
Goals

Strategies
 > Build a culture that embodies our values and transforms the client experience
 > Simplify interactions, maximise automation and reduce costs
 > Connect with the community and other agencies in meaningful ways
 > Influence policy and law design for more certain outcomes
 > Use data in a smarter way to improve decisions, services and compliance
 > Reshape the workforce to optimise capability and performance

Strategic risks

Revenue collection

Collecting the right amount 
of money for the Government 
to support and fund services 

for the community

ICT systems

Designing, implementing, and 
maintaining critical ICT systems 

to support the improved tax 
and superannuation experience

Financial management

Making effective investment 
decisions for the longer term 

vision, while balancing delivery 
of current year commitments

Relationships

Having the trust and respect 
of key stakeholders

People capability

Having an agile, engaged 
and skilled workforce

Service expectations

Providing tailored services 
and communications that 

match contemporary needs 
and expectations
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Our Environment

About the ATO

Our role is to effectively manage and shape the tax and superannuation systems that support and fund 
services for Australians, including:

 > collecting revenue
 > administering the goods and services tax on behalf of the Australian states and territories
 > governing a range of programs that result in transfers and benefits back to the community
 > administering major aspects of Australia’s superannuation system
 > custodianship of the Australian Business Register.

We operate under the Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013, within the Treasury portfolio, 
and are accountable under the Public Service Act 1999.

With around 18,500 employees we operate in all Australian states and territories. The diversity of our workforce 
brings together a broad range of skills and experiences – from accounting, auditing and law to customer service, 
information technology, and marketing – helping us to deliver for the government and the community.

We are committed to the APS Values and Code of conduct. We are impartial, committed to service, accountable, 
respectful and ethical.

 

For more information on our organisational structure, visit ato.gov.au 

Data source: Commissioner of Taxation Annual report 2013  –14

Self-managed 
superannuation funds

534,000

Practitioners 
(tax and BAS agents) 

55,000

Large or multinational 
companies 

1,250

Administered 
expenses paid
$9.7 billion

Refunds paid
$97.5 billion

Individual clients
12.3 million

Gross revenue collected
$419.2 billion

Small business clients
2.7 million

The scale of 
our activities
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Operating environment

Government

The ATO is expected to deliver on commitments to government, work with other entities and implement new budget 
measures. The ATO will contribute to APS reforms to be more connected, nimble and smaller. This includes initiatives 
such as the contestability programme, shared services, red tape reduction and digital transformation.

Reinvention

In response to community and government needs, we have created and released our Reinventing the ATO Blueprint. 
This blueprint was built on extensive consultation and an understanding of the interactions people have with the tax 
and superannuation systems and other government services. It describes the kind of experience that Australians 
can expect to have when they deal with the ATO.

We are already working to the blueprint. Some changes will happen in the near future and other changes will take 
longer and be influenced by many factors, including legislative direction, finance, and our work with other agencies. 
We have published, and will update regularly, a series of Every year counts that provide an overview of the changes 
different market segments will experience over the coming year.

 For more information on our reinvention, visit ato.gov.au 

Service expectations

Information and communications technology is increasing public sector and national productivity by enabling 
delivery of better government services. The community expects a better whole-of-government experience 
with security of data and protection of privacy, and we are committed to meeting these expectations.

Working with partners

The tax and superannuation systems cannot work without the tax profession, financial advisors and other 
intermediaries. Not only do they play a significant functional role, they also play a major role in influencing attitudes 
towards the tax and superannuation systems. We need a productive and open relationship with these business 
partners and intermediaries where we can identify and deal with issues early, in a transparent and timely fashion.

Multinationals

Tax administrations around the globe must adapt to address increasingly complex and dynamic cross border issues. 
Greater leadership internationally is essential for Australia to combat corporate tax base erosion and profit-shifting. 
We will play a crucial role in leading international cooperation to ensure multinational corporations pay the right 
amount of tax in Australia.

Tight fiscal environment

The ATO is operating in a tight fiscal environment, where all government agencies are under pressure to do business 
differently and achieve more with less.

Internal systems and procedures

Within the ATO, we have begun our own red tape reduction and simplification. This means decluttering 
the organisation and reducing the bureaucratic processes and layers that have built up over time.
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Our goals

Our goals provide a four year outlook and will help us reach our vision

Easy for people to participate

We will design and operate the tax and superannuation systems for the majority of taxpayers 
who do the right thing, rather than for the few who do not.

Where people are transparent about their tax and superannuation affairs and try to do the 
right thing, we will offer an experience that should result in less effort for them.

We want the community to have confidence in our ability to address non-compliance and ensure 
the tax and superannuation systems are fair for everyone. For those who are not transparent 
or not willing to do the right thing, we will target and tailor compliance activities accordingly.

The costs businesses incur in dealing with government, including the ATO, impact on their 
ability to run and grow. We will contribute to the government’s deregulation agenda by working 
with businesses to address irritants, unnecessary compliance costs and to deliver relevant and 
personalised support.

Contemporary tailored service

People expect convenient and accessible service in their dealings with a contemporary service 
organisation.

We will offer convenient and accessible self-service solutions. We will facilitate online services 
for all our clients. When direct contact is necessary we will provide various helpful and convenient 
personalised services, such as call-backs, click to chat, personal appointments and case conferencing.

We will continue to expand the use of myGov, which serves as a single entry point for key government 
digital services. Registered clients are able to access ATO Online services to meet their tax and 
superannuation obligations.

We will support businesses by making it quicker and cheaper to transact with us. In the future, 
businesses will have a single business account which they will access via a streamlined registration 
and authentication service. We will work with software providers to integrate our services with their 
products, enabling seamless interactions and reporting.
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Purposeful and respectful relationships

To succeed we must have a greater connection with, and understanding of, the community, 
government and stakeholders.

While a major player, we do not control all aspects of the tax and superannuation systems. Working well 
with stakeholders and understanding different perspectives is critical to fulfilling an effective stewardship 
role and ensuring that both the systems and our administration are fit for purpose for Australia now and 
into the future. We continue our productive relationship with the States and Territories to administer 
the GST.

We will build trusted partnerships with the tax and superannuation professional community to ensure 
they are satisfied with the service they receive and understand the context and drivers for change.

We are improving clients’ satisfaction with the process, service and fairness provided for disputes, 
including independent reviews.

We are being transparent with clients about what we know and providing that information in 
a way that assists them to meet their obligations. Our consultation arrangements provide flexible 
and responsive mechanisms for consulting effectively.

We are committed to working cooperatively with Treasury, the OECD and international agencies 
to find solutions to the broad challenges faced by the international system such as base erosion 
and profit-shifting and the increasingly digitalised economy.

Professional and productive organisation

Delivering our change agenda and business improvements is about transforming our words 
into actions. It is about leading and managing well, and mobilising and motivating our people.

We will work with a variety of stakeholders as we embrace new business models for delivering 
our services. Our intent is to have services delivered efficiently and effectively. We are changing 
the way we work using a sensible approach to risk management to facilitate innovation and 
remove unnecessary red tape.

Our Culture strategy outlines our desired future culture and our deliberate strategy for systematically 
achieving change. Our future culture needs to be about an easier, contemporary, and more responsive 
way of doing business. It extends to the way we work with each other, our clients, and other 
stakeholders.

Our leaders will guide by example, embodying the culture to which we aspire. Our Leadership strategy 
outlines how we will make changes in our leadership approach, defining the new ATO culture and 
transforming the workforce.
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Measuring our impact
Measuring our impacts is important as everything we do is ultimately about improving outcomes for government 
and the community.

We have four interconnected impacts that we are setting out to achieve which are integrity, willing participation, 
revenue and productivity. These impacts are based on internationally recognised categories from the OECD and 
provide a high-level indication of the health of our administration. Under each of these broad impacts we have 
developed more specific impact indicators with supporting performance measures.

Integrity

The integrity impact relates to the perceptions of fairness of the administration of the tax and superannuation 
systems and the level of confidence the community has in our administration.

Performance measures  Results

2012–13 2013–14

Increase in trust and confidence – by providing clients with certainty, engaging early and being professional, respectful and fair.

Satisfaction – Community satisfaction with ATO performance n/a n/a

Fairness – Perceptions of fairness in disputes n/a n/a

Professionalism – People surveyed agreed that ATO listens 
to and responds to feedback

n/a 53%

Create a client focused and future oriented workforce – by focusing on desired cultural traits and encouraging engagement 
to deliver improved services. 

Culture – Level of employee engagement n/a n/a

Willing participation

The willing participation impact relates to clients’ behaviour in complying willingly with tax and superannuation obligations.

Performance measures  Results

2012–13 2013–14

Improve the client experience – by providing interactions which are easy to access, minimising red tape and reducing 
compliance costs.

Ease – People surveyed agree the ATO makes it easy to access services* 
and information**

n/a 72%* 73%**

Digital – Proportion of inbound transactions completed digitally n/a n/a

Compliance cost – Adjusted average cost of managing tax affairs n/a n/a

Increase in clients meeting their obligations – by ensuring correct and timely registrations, lodgments, reporting and payments.

Registration – Proportion of companies* and individuals** registered 
in the system

n/a n/a* 127.5%**

Lodgment – Proportion of activity statements* and income tax returns** 
lodged on time

78.4%* 
81.4%**

78.6%* 
81.7%**

Payment – Proportion of liabilities paid on time by value 89.1% 88.6%

Superannuation – Adjusted employer superannuation contributions 
as a proportion of adjusted salary and wages

n/a  n/a

Correct reporting –Tax gap as a proportion of revenue GST: 6.2% GST 6.0%

   – Relates to the 2011–12 financial year  |     – Relates to the 2012–13 financial year
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Revenue

The revenue impact relates to collecting the right tax at the right time. The focus of these indicators is less on the 
client’s behaviour and more on getting the right tax result.

Performance measures  Results

2012–13 2013–14

Increase in clients paying the right amount of tax at the right time – by undertaking activities to ensure appropriate collection 
of revenue for Government to support and fund services for the community.

Tax assured – New under development n/a n/a

Audit yield – Cash collected from direct compliance activities $7.9b  $9.4b

Total revenue effects – New under development n/a n/a

Debt – Ratio of collectable debt to net tax collections 5.7% 6.1%

Expected revenue – Proportion of revenue collected compared 
with forecast 

n/a 4.4% below 
original budget 
forecast

Productivity

The productivity impact relates to the efficiency of the administration of the tax and superannuation systems.

Performance measures  Results

2012–13 2013–14

Decrease administrative costs – by improving efficiency, productivity and performance.

Budget – Operating within budget 0.3% 0.02%

Cost of collection – Cost to collect $100 $0.70 (gross) 
$0.91 (net)

$0.69 (gross) 
$0.90 (net)

Expenditure – Tax administration expenditure as % of gross domestic product

 – Non-tax expenditure as % of total expenditure

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Cost per transaction* 
*Under development and will not be reported on in 2015–16

n/a n/a

n/a –  Relates to measures that are new, have not previously been reported in the annual report for the given years, or have not been reported using 
the same terminology listed in this plan.
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